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ABOUT THE
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WHO IS IT
FOR?

OUR
WEBSITE

The project aims to support teachers
to develop their teaching practices and
their skills in the digital era.

Direct target group: Secondary
School Teachers
Indirect target group: Secondary
School Students

For all the latest updates, feel free to
visit our website at

THE CONSORTIUM
Coordinator

http://www.meldeproject.eu/

FOLLOW US
Partners

MELDEeu

THE THIRD
MEETING
The third meeting of the MeLDE
project took place in Athens, Greece
on the 22nd of October 2019.

During the meeting the professional
development course for teachers was
analyzed, whereas the interactive and
freely accessible e-learning platform
was presented.

Its functionalities were discussed as
well as the validation methodology for
the participants of the C1 training to
earn the 'MELDE MENTOR BADGE'.

SHORT-TERM STAFF
TRAINING - C1
The short-term staff training (C1) of the European Erasmus+ SCHOOL project “
Media Literacy in a Digitalised Era - MeLDE " was held online between the 16th
and 18th of November 2020 and was completed with great success! The
participants had the opportunity to get informed about the project, its professional
development course for secondary school teachers - learning modules, the
eLearning platform as well as its functionalities, and an open discussion about
'Technology and education in the COVID-19 era'.

The modules presented were:
Module 1 - Digital Teaching and Learning Module 2 Communication and Collaboration Module 3 - Digital
Content Creation Module 4 - E-Safety

To find more about the material developed, visit our e-learning platform at:
http://melde.iit.demokritos.gr/

“A democratic
society depends
upon an inform
and educated
citizenry.”
- Thomas Jefferson

THE FOURTH
MEETING
The fourth transnational meeting took
place online due to restrictions on
travelling imposed by the CODID-19
pandemic.
The meeting provided a good opportunity
for the consortium to discuss the
feedback received from the C1 training
event and to share ideas about the
finalization of the MeLDE Toolkit, which
later will be used in schools to run a
course in media literacy for digital
citizenship.
The implementation of the pilot testing in
all the partner countries is expected to
start in spring.

